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1. COVID-19

Article

THE IMPACT OF THE COVID- 19 LOCKDO WN ON
ELITE SPORTSWO MEN
Ali Bowes, Lucy Lomax, Jessica Piasecki. In: Managing sport
and leisure, Ahead of print, 29 September 2020, pp. 1-17.
The COVID-19 pandemic decimated elite level sport across the globe,
although there were concerns that this impact affected women’s sport
much more so than for men’s sport. This research considers the impact
of the enforced global lockdown on elite women athletes, examining the
immediate effect on their training practices, welfare and financial
situation.

Report

O ESPORTE EM TEMPOS DE PANDEMIA: UM OLHAR
DESDE IBERO-AMÉRICA
Fernando Cáceres Andrés. United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization, 2020, 26 p.
This report collects the main actions carried out in the regions of Latin
America, the Caribbean and in the Iberian Peninsula during the crisis of
the COVID-19 and poses some recommendations that can help improve
sport policies, during and after the pandemic. It is part of the 2nd IberoAmerican conference of sports in times of Covid-19, which brings
together Ministers and High Authorities of sports, international
organizations, and regional sports organizations.

ALSO EXISTS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH VERSION
READ MORE
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2 . T H E O LY M P I C G A M E S | L E S
J E U X O LY M P I Q U E S

2.1

SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES | JEUX OLYMPIQUES D’ÉTÉ
2 . 1 . 1 PA R I S 2 0 2 4
LE CLUB: PARIS 2024
Comité d'organisation des Jeux Olympiques et Paralympiques de
Paris 2024, 2020, 24 p.

Cette brochure présente le programme d'engagement de la population
pour les Jeux Olympiques et Paralympiques de 2024.

READ MORE

DONNER ENVIE AUX JEUNES DE BOUGER ET DE
FAIRE DU SPORT
Comité d'organisation des Jeux Olympiques et Paralympiques de
Paris 2024, 2020, 19 p.
Ce document présente les stratégies pour promouvoir le sport à l’école
et transmettre à tous le plaisir de bouger dès le plus jeune âge dans la
perspective de l'organisation des Jeux Olympiques et Paralympiques de
Paris 2024.

READ MORE
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LE VILLAGE DES ATHLETES
Solidéo, 2020, 36 p.

Ce document décrit la stratégie pour la construction du village des
athlètes pour les Jeux Olympiques et Paralympiques de Paris 2024.

READ MORE

SOCIÉTÉ DE LIVRAISON DES OUVRAG ES
OLYMPIQ UES
Solidéo, 2020, 36 p.

La SOLIDEO (Société de livraison des ouvrages Olympiques) veille à la
livraison de l’ensemble des ouvrages et à la réalisation des opérations
d’aménagement nécessaires à l’organisation des Jeux Olympiques et
Paralympiques de Paris 2024, dans le respect d’un budget défini et d’un
héritage ambitieux, durable et exemplaire. Son conseil d’administration
est présidé par Anne Hidalgo, maire de Paris. La direction générale
exécutive de l’établissement est assurée par Nicolas Ferrand. Ce
document présente leurs missions, ambitions et actions pour quatre
années précédant l'ouverture des Jeux Olympiques et Paralympiques à
Paris en 2024.

READ MORE
2.1.2 TOKYO 2020

Article

LEG ACY OF BEAUTIFUL FOR TO KYO 2020 OLYMPIC
AND PARALYMPIC GAMES
Masaichi Aihara. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 31-44.
A major sports event is required to raise environmental awareness,
which is a big difference from the 1964 Tokyo Games. The 1964 Tokyo
Games left a long-lasting legacy in Japan to express the words faster,
higher, and stronger, as in the Olympic motto. The Metropolitan
Highway, the Railway network of Shinkansen, and the Tokyo
International Airport (new runway and terminal building extension) were
opened, and color television was popularized. We recommend that the
2020 Tokyo Games add beautiful (Ωpaia) to the three parts of the
Olympic motto.

READ MORE
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RADIO ACTIVE ISOTO PES MEASURED AT O LYMPIC
AND PARALYMPIC VENUES IN FUKUSHIMA
PREFECTURE AND TO KYO, JAPAN
Marco Paul Johann Kaltofen, Arnie Gundersen, Maggie
Gundersen. In: Environmental engineering science, Ahead of
Print, 9 November 2020.
This study detected modest radioactive contamination at Olympic
venues in Japan, and found significant alpha-, beta-, and gamma-emitter
contamination at Japan's National Training Center. A total of 146
independent soil and dust samples were collected from sites in
Fukushima Prefecture, Greater Tokyo, and the heavily traveled corridors
between these northern Japan locations to assess radiological
contamination related to the Fukushima meltdowns. Thirty-six samples
were collected from 2020 Olympic/Paralympic venues, including Yoyogi
National Stadium, Shiokaze Park, Olympic Village, Imperial Palace
Gardens (all in Tokyo), Azuma Stadium in Fukushima, and the J-Village
Olympic and Paralympic National Training Center. The overall Northern
Japan sample set displayed an average of 7.0 times greater beta activity
than the Tokyo Olympic venues, evidencing the relative success of
remediation at Olympic/Paralympic venues compared with other parts of
Japan.

Article

OLYMPIC TECHNO LO GIES: TO KYO 2020 AND
BEYOND: THE URBAN TECHNOLOG Y METROPOLIS
Eva Kassens-Noor, Tatsuya Fukushige. In: Journal of urban
technology, vol. 25, no. 3, 2018, pp. 83-104.

The Olympic Games bring tremendous impacts to host cities, yet little
attention has been paid to the variety and novelty in urban technologies
that are introduced through the mega-event vehicle. This paper argues
that urban transformation associated with the Olympic Games
increasingly spans the technological sphere. As a path-breaker the
Olympic Bid of Tokyo foreshadows a technological revolution that will
make the capital of Japan the most advanced urban technology
metropolis in the world.
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KASUMIG AOKA APARTMENTS: THE PEO PLE
EVICTED TWICE FOR THE TO KYO OLYMPICS
Mori Mayumi, Jordan Sand. In: City & society, vol. 32, no. 2,
August 2020, pp. 436-447.

This essay introduces the stories of four former residents of a municipal
housing complex built in the late 1950s in central Tokyo. In the
immediate aftermath of World War II, the interviewees and their families
had found shelter in and around an abandoned Imperial Japanese Army
base. After moving them into concrete housing blocks in order to hide
their settlement prior to Tokyo's hosting of the Olympics in 1964, the city
moved them again in preparation for the 2020 Olympics. Their stories
reveal the ways that war and defeat left the city’s population to fend for
themselves, as well as the long tug‐of‐war that ensued between the
interests of settlers and those of the municipal and national
governments.

Article

OLYMPIC RECO VERIES
Kate McDonald. In: The journal of Asian studies, vol. 79, no. 3,
August 2020, pp. 599-608.

In March 2020, Prime Minister Abe Shinzō, the Tokyo Olympic
Organising Committee, and the International Olympic Committee
postponed the 2020 Tokyo Olympics for one year. The delay is the most
prominent consequence of the COVID-19 crisis in Japan thus far. But
the “Corona Calamity” (korona ka) is bigger than the Olympics. The
totality of the disaster is impossible to capture. The very thing that makes
it a calamity are the myriad rhythms of crisis that intersect at COVID-19.
If there is a shared theme to be found in these rhythms, it is the question
of recovery. When will it happen? What will it look like? And what,
exactly, will we recover? In what follows, the author shares three
rhythms of crisis and recovery: national history, the tourism industry, and
the parcel delivery industry.

Article

THE TO KYO OLYMPIC GAMES AND THE RISK OF
COVID- 19
Van Thuan Hoang, Jaffar A. Al-Tawfiq, Philippe Gautret. In:
Current tropical medicine reports, Ahead of print, 30 October
2020, pp. 1-7.

The authors reviewed the occurrence of outbreaks at past Olympics and
discuss the threat of the COVID-19 pandemic at the Tokyo Games.
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THE 2020 TO KYO OLYMPIC G AMES AS A
PLATFORM FOR PIERRE DE COUBERTIN’S
EDUCATIO NAL INTERNATIONALISM
Stephan Wassong. In: Diagoras: international academic journal
on Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 174-187.

The first edition of the modern Olympic Games took place in Athens in
1896. From 6th to 15th April 262 athletes from 13 nations competed in 9
sports or 43 disciplines. At the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games more than
11.000 athletes from 206 National Olympic Committees (NOC) can be
welcomed by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the Tokyo
Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games. Without
doubt, the increase of the numbers of athletes would have been
welcomed by the founder of the modern Olympic Movement Pierre de
Coubertin as he planned the modern Olympic Games as an international
platform for exchange between athletes and spectators of all countries
ideally. The educational idea behind this, its contemporary meaning and
probable relevance for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games are analysed in
this article.

READ MORE

Book

2020: AUF DEM WEG NACH TOKIO
Oliver Wurm... [et al.] (ed.). Oberhagemann Wurm, 2019-2020. - 2 vol.
Das Magazin wurde eigens entwickelt, um Athleten verschiedener
Sportarten vorzustellen und auf ihrem persönlichen Weg nach Tokio zu
begleiten.
MA 29741/1
MA 29741/2

2.1.3 RIO 2016

Article

THE RIO'S TRANSPORT LEG ACY: PRE- AND POSTGAMES RESIDENT PERCEPTIONS
Tiago Ribeiro, Victor Almeida. In: International journal of sports
marketing and sponsorship, ahead of print, 10 November 2020.
The Rio 2016 Olympic Games required a significant investment in the
public transport systems, connecting four city's areas and providing
different types of impacts and legacies for their hosts. The purpose of
this paper is to examine resident perceptions of the public transportation
issues in the Rio host city before and after the Games. Key factors
underpinning transportation issue outcomes are identified.
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THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF THE 2016 RIO OLYMPIC
GAMES: CO MPARISO N OF RESIDENTS' PRE- AND
POST- EVENT PERCEPTIONS
Tiago Ribeiro, Abel Correia, Rui Biscaia. In: Sport, business and
management, Ahead of print, 14 September 2020.
Despite the recognition that citizens' perceptions of mega sport events'
social impact is critical for the sustainable development of these events
and host cities, most previous studies have not taken into consideration
how these perceptions may change over time. This study examines
citizens' social impact perceptions of the 2016 Rio Olympic Games
before and after the event.

Chapter

RIO OLYMPICS 2016 ON TWITTER: A DESCRIPTIVE
ANALYSIS
Saurabh Sharma, Vishal Gupta. In: Singh V… [et al.],
Computational methods and data engineering, vol 1257.
Springer, 2021, pp. 151-162.
Social media mining is gaining popularity among researchers as it
provides an opportunity to study real-world events, social interactions,
network analysis, and most importantly, user behavior. This chapter
explores the hidden patterns from the content generated on Twitter
during the Olympic Games held in the year 2016 in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil.

Chapter

VOLUNTEER EMOTIO NS AND MOTIVATIONS
DURING MEGA EVENTS: THE CASE OF RIO 2016
OLYMPICS
Marcos Silva… [et al.] In: Proceedings of the European
Marketing Academy, 11th, September 16-19 2020, (83441), pp.
1-9
Two studies analyze volunteer emotions and motivations in the context
of mega events. Study 1 shows that volunteers experienced 4 main
motivations, in line with what was previously reported in other Olympic
Games study. These motivations can be used in order to help future
organizers attract volunteers. Study 2 presented the main problems
faced by volunteers during their experience. By going deeper into the
negative emotions that volunteers faced we can highlight several
managerial suggestions that could boost morale within the volunteer
group such as an active hotline for volunteers; the existence of a system
in place to solve issues volunteers have with their work equipment; and
work with volunteers during the process of their exiting role, allowing for
more positive emotions to arise and improve chances of volunteering in
the future.
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MEG A-EVENT TRANSPORT LEG ACY IN A
DEVELOPING COUNTRY: THE CASE OF RIO 2016
OLYMPIC G AMES AND ITS TRANSO LÍMPICA BRT
CORRIDOR
Y.Yamawaki, F.M.d.Castro Filho, G.E.G.d.Costa. In: Journal of
transport geography, vol. 88, October 2020, 102858.
The Rio de Janeiro government, in order to prepare the city for the 2016
Olympic Games, implemented four new BRT lines (Bus Rapid Transit).
One of these is the “BRT Transolímpica”, which would mainly serve the
mega-event by connecting two Olympic venues, but which was justified
as the integration between the northern and southern regions of the city.
In this paper, the Transolímpica transport legacy, regarding urban
development, was analysed to verify the influence of this BRT line on the
development of its surroundings.

2.1.4 LONDON 2012 | LONDRES 2012

Article

FROM RESIDUALISATION TO INDIVIDUALIZATION?
SOCIAL TENANTS’ EXPERIENCES IN PO STOLYMPICS EAST VILLAGE
Debbie Humphry. In: Housing, theory and society, vol. 37 no. 4,
2020, pp. 458-480.

This paper provides an insight into social tenants’ lived experiences in
post-Olympics East Village, exploring how they are shaped by new
forms of neoliberalism embedded into housing provision. Focusing on
allocations policy reform and housing providers’ management strategies
in East Village, this paper identifies a shift from patterns of
revisualization to individualization, as self-reliant tenants are sought
above those most in housing need.
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THE BRITISH IDENTITY CONSTRUCTED BY THE
BRITISH NATIONAL Q UALITY NEWSPAPERS IN THE
LONDON 2012 O LYMPICS O PENING CEREMONY
Weijuan Rao. In: Advances in social science, education and
humanities research, vol. 490, Atlantis Press, November 2020,
pp. 697-705.
As globalization progresses, building a national image in international
communication is indeed increasingly important. The Olympic Games,
as the most international sports event, has a high authority in the
consciousness of audiences. Therefore, the report on the London 2012
Olympics is not only conducive to strengthening the communication
between countries and countries, but also a remarkable opportunity to
establish a national image of the United Kingdom. This paper
investigates how the British identity was constructed by the British
national quality newspapers in the London 2012 Olympics Opening
Ceremony. The news that reported the Opening Ceremony by the
Guardian and the Daily Telegraph are analyzed, by discussing their
similarities and differences in national image building.

Article

LONDON 2012, GLASGOW 2014 AND ATHLETES AS
POLITICAL SYMBOLS: THE PRECARIO US
POSITIONING OF ATHLETES WITHIN THE
EVO LVING CONTEMPORARY POLITICS OF THE
UNITED KINGDO M
Stuart Whigham, Jack Black. In: European journal for sport and
society, vol. 17, no.1, 2020, pp. 47-65.

This article considers the implications for athletes who hold a position as
a ‘political symbol’ in the context of the United Kingdom, and specifically
Scotland, particularly those who publicly stated their personal political
opinions during the periods of the London 2012 Olympic Games and the
Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games.

READ MORE
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AN O LYMPIC RENAISSANCE: THE BARCELONA
MODEL
Duncan Wheeler. In: Following Franco Spanish culture and
politics in transition 1962–92, Manchester University Press, 2020.
In the manner of the proverbial hare and tortoise, Barcelona was slow to
harness the potential of the post-Franco explosion of creativity, but
eventually overtook Madrid in the race to become the cultural capital of
Spain. The catalyst for this transformation was hosting the Olympic
Games, which, initially at least, appeared to constitute a more
sustainable cultural revolution than the Movida. This chapter offers a
cost–benefit analysis of the Olympic adventure in relation to Barcelona
and Spain’s (inter)national relations and the lives of their citizens.

Thesis

VOID POTENTIAL: ABSENCE, IMAG INATION AND
THE MAKING OF CO MMUNITY IN LO NDON’S
OLYMPIC PARK
Saffron Woodcraft. UCL, 2019, 298 p.

This thesis examines the meaning and making of community in London’s
Olympic Park where five new neighbourhoods - described as model
communities for the 21st century and known as the Legacy Communities
Scheme (LCS) – are currently under construction. Based on
ethnographic data collected over two and a half years, the thesis
describes a series of social, spatial and discursive ‘voids’ – territories,
gaps, absences and emptiness’s - that emerged as prominent and
agentive entities in the work of imagining and making Chobham Manor.
It examines the investments made by different actors in producing,
protecting and sometimes over-coming, the potential of these voids to
support, disrupt or sustain the making of ‘community’. The thesis
deconstructs how the voids shift through material registers and operate
to produce and exert power in coercive and subtle ways, and from this
empirical base, develops a typology of voids as an analytical device to
interrogate the production of power, space and citizen subjectivities in
the neo-liberal city. By engaging with ‘voids’ as vital and contingent
entities that produce dynamic social, material and temporal
relationalities, this thesis advances the analytical potential of the void
beyond current engagements with the immaterial and transcendent.

READ MORE
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2.1.5 ANTWERP 1920 | ANVERS 1920

Book

ANTWERPEN 1920: VERHALEN VAN DE VIIE
OLYMPIADE
Jasper Truyens. Davidsfonds, 2020, 172 p.

Eén dag na de wapenstilstand op 11 november 1918 belde de voorzitter
van het Internationaal Olympisch Comité, Pierre de Coubertin, met het
Belgisch Olympisch Comité. Hij liet weten de vooroorlogse kandidatuur
van Antwerpen voor de organisatie van de Vlle Olympiade in 1920 te
willen steunen. Door de korte voorbereidingstijd en geldgebrek werd het
een olympiade vol eigenaardigheden. Atleten kregen onderdak in
Antwerpse scholen die tijdelijk waren verbouwd. De publieke
belangstelling voor de meeste competities viel tegen. Alleen voetbal en
boksen konden de Antwerpse bevolking bekoren. De VIIe Olympiade
ging de geschiedenisboeken in dankzij de invoering van de olympische
vlag. de eerste olympische eed en de overwinning van de Belgen in de
voetbalfinale. Toch zijn er veel meer olympische verhalen. Die bleven tot
op heden 0grotendeels verborgen in archieven, bibliotheken en musea.
Dit boek brengt ze weer aan de oppervlakte.
MA 29735

2 . 1 . 6 AT H E N S 1 8 9 6 | A T H È N E S 1 8 9 6

Book

DROOM OF DAAD: DE TERUG KEER VAN DE
OLYMPISCHE SPELEN NAAR G RIEKENLAND
Fik Meijer. Prometheus, 2020, 191 p.

In 1896 werden in Athene de eerste moderne Olympische Spelen
georganiseerd. Vijftien eeuwen eerder had de christelijke keizer
Theodosius I de oude Spelen ter ere van Zeus verboden omdat ze
onverenigbaar waren met het geloof in de ene ware God. De
Olympische Spelen zijn nu 124 jaar oud. Van de in de negentiende eeuw
door Soutsos, Zappas en Brookes gekoesterde idealen is weinig meer
over. De band met Olympia is volledig verloren gegaan. Pierre de
Coubertin sloeg een andere weg in. De geschiedenis van de moderne
Spelen in telkens een andere stad laat vele misstappen zien: verkeerde
opvattingen over amateurisme in de Oudheid, boycots, politieke
uitsluitingen, propaganda van dictatoriale regimes, afgelastingen door
oorlogen, omkopingen van IOC-leden door organisatiecomités van
kandidaat-steden, ongebreidelde overschrijdingen van begrotingen, de
invloed en macht van de commercie en een langdurige leegstand van
dure stadions na afloop van de Spelen. Ze hebben het imago van de
Spelen geen goed gedaan. Wordt het geen tijd om een einde te maken
aan het systeem van iedere vier jaar Spelen in een andere stad? Fik
Meijer betoogt in "Droom of daad" dat alleen een nieuw permanent
Olympisch sportcentrum in Griekenland de Spelen voor de toekomst kan
garanderen.
MA 29729
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2.2
OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES | JEUX OLYMPIQUES
D’HIVER
2.2.1 BEIJING 2022

Article

GOVERNING ADAPTATION STRATEGIES OF
WINTER TO URISM DESTINATIONS IN THE CONTEXT
OF THE 2022 O LYMPIC WINTER G AMES
Guangzhou Chen… [et al]. In: Tourism review international,
Ahead of print, 20 November 2020.
The purpose of this study was to analyse how the successful bid for the
2022 Olympic Winter Games contributed to the shifts in governance
structure and the resulting influence of the new governance structure on
the resilience of winter tourism in Zhangjiakou, China.

2.2.2 PYEONGCHANG 2018

Article

THE PERCEIVED IMPACT OF HOSTING MEGASPO RTS EVENTS IN A DEVELO PING REGIO N: THE
CASE OF THE PYEONGCHANG 2018 WINTER
OLYMPIC G AMES
MinCheol Kim, Sungjong Park, Sunghwan Kim. In: Current
issues in tourism, Ahead of print, 30 November 2020.
The purpose of this study is to investigate how local residents perceive
the impact of the PyeongChang 2018 Winter Olympic Games. A total of
407 residents participated in this study. The results revealed that
economic, infrastructure, and tourism impacts positively affected local
sustainable development, and cultural exchange had a positive effect on
community attachment. Moreover, local sustainable development had a
significant positive effect on community attachment. The findings of this
study provide insight into the perceived impacts of host communities in
developing regions.
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CONTENT STRATEGY AND FAN ENGAG EMENT IN
SOCIAL MEDIA: THE CASE OF PYEONGCHANG
WINTER O LYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC GAMES
Asli Cazorla Milla, Leonardo Jose Mataruna-Dos-Santos,
Hussein Muñoz Helú. In: Annals of applied sport science, vol. 8,
Autumn Supplementary, 2020, pp. 1-12.
This paper investigates the pillars of content strategy and fan
engagement in social networks during 2018 PyeongChang Winter
Olympics and Paralympics. It aims to seek reasons behind the
differences in fan engagement in social media channels of
PyeongChang Winter Olympics and Paralympics. Facebook and
YouTube channels are used to analyze engagement and growth.

Article

STRIKING THE BALANCE: THE PORTRAYAL OF
MALE AND FEMALE ATHLETES ON NBC’S
PRIMETIME TELEVISION BRO ADCAST OF THE 2018
PYEONGCHANG WINTER O LYMPIC G AMES
Lauren Reichart Smith, Paul J. MacArthur. In: Electronic news,
Ahead of print, 17 November 2020.
For this study, all 63.5 hours of NBC’s 2018 primetime Winter Olympic
broadcast from PyeongChang were analyzed to determine differences
between the network’s treatment of male and female athletes. For the
first time in any Winter Olympiad studied, women received more athlete
mentions than men and women accounted for the majority of the most
mentioned athletes.

Article

A THIN LINE BETWEEN A SPORT MEG A-EVENT AND
A MEG A-CONSTRUCTION PROJ ECT: THE 2018
WINTER O LYMPIC G AMES IN PYEONGCHANG AND
ITS EVENT- LED DEVELOPMENT
Jung Woo Lee. In: Managing sport and leisure, 22 October 2020.

This article is concerned with the impact that hosting a sport mega-event
has on regional development. This research looks at a mega sporting
event held in a small rural town and critically examines the economic
and ecological impact of this event. It investigates the case of the 2018
Winter Olympics in PyeongChang.
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New releases

Issue 11-12

2.3
SUSTAINABILITY AND LEGACY | DURABILITÉ ET
HÉRITAGE

Article

EVERY LOSER WINS: LEVERAG ING
‘UNSUCCESSFUL’ O LYMPIC BIDS FOR POSITIVE
BENEFITS
Tom Bason, Jonathan Grix. In: European sport management
quarterly, Ahead of print, 16 November 2020, pp. 1-21.
In what ways can cities leverage an unsuccessful Olympic Games bid to
bring them positive benefits? The authors use a multiple case study
approach using the bids of Cape Town and Toronto for the 2004 and
2008 Olympic Games, respectively to answer this question. Interviews
were conducted with 31 stakeholders across both bids; including 19
members of the respective bid teams and a further 12 interviews with
external stakeholders. This data is supplemented by documentary
analysis of candidate files, promotional materials and city/council
documents.

READ MORE

Chapter

OPPORTUNISM ON A GRAND SCALE: USING THE
OLYMPICS AS A CATALYST FOR CHANGE
Peter Bishop, Esther Everett, Eleanor Fawcett. In: Bishop, P and
Williams, L. Design for London: experiments in urban thinking.
UCL Press, 2020, pp. 170-214.
This chapter looks at the reasons for London's bid for the Olympic
Games in 2012 and how it represented unique opportunities to reshape
cities, from a design perspective.

READ MORE

Article

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND INFO RMATIO N
DISCLOSURE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY OF 2022 WINTER OLYMPICS
Guizhen He, Gulijiazi Yeerkenbieke, Yvette Baninla. In:
Sustainability, vol. 12, no. 18, September 2020, pp. 1-27.

As China prepares to host the 2022 Winter Olympics, the Beijing Winter
Olympics Organizing Committee has committed to making public
participation a fundamental part of its broader sustainability objectives.
Unfortunately, the existing research on information openness and public
participation towards Olympic Winter Games is limited in the perspective
of host residents. Therefore, this article aims to understand the
information disclosure and public participation, as well as the roles
information and technologies (ICTs) play in achieving environmental
sustainability.

READ MORE
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New releases

Article

Issue 11-12

ORGANIZING CO MMITTEES FOR THE OLYMPIC
GAMES AND SATELLITE HO ST LO CAL ORG ANIZING
COMMITTEES: EXAMINING THEIR RELATIO NSHIPS
AND IMPACT ON LEGACY CREATION
Kristina J. Hoff, Becca Leopkey, Jinsu Byun. In: Managing sport
and leisure, Ahead of print, 7 December 2020.
The purpose of this study is to examine the Interorganizational
Relationships (IORs) between an Organizing Committee for the Olympic
Games (OCOG) and satellite host Local Organizing Committees (LOCs)
and to explore how these relationships affected the creation of Olympic
legacies in these periphery locations. An embedded cross-case analysis
of the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games was built. The Atlanta Committee for
the Olympic Games (ACOG) served as the primary case, and related
satellite host LOCs (i.e., Athens, Columbus, Conyers, and Savannah)
were the multiple units of examination. A content analysis of archival
materials, official documents, and transcriptions of stakeholder
interviews were conducted. The study's findings provide a new
understanding of the impacts IORs can have on the longevity of legacy
outcomes.

Chapter

THE IMPACT OF THE OLYMPIC G AMES ON
EMPLO YMENT GROWTH: A SYNTHETIC CO NTROL
APPRO ACH
Candon Johnson. In: Essays on employment growth, wage
discrimination, and marijuana legalization, Chambers College of
Business and Economics, 2020. pp. 1-32.

The opening chapter covers the impact of the Olympic Games on
employment growth. The Olympics Games stand as the largest sporting
event in the world. The Games include approximately 200 countries
during the Summer Olympic Games and 90 countries competing in the
Winter Games, each occurring once every four years. Potential host
cities fiercely compete to host the Games under the guise of economic
prosperity. Event promoters claim substantial economic benefits, such
as employment growth, to be had from hosting these costly games. This
chapter examines the impacts of the Olympic Games on employment
growth rates using a synthetic control approach. Results show transitory
increases in employment growth rates following a county being awarded
the Olympic Games in Fulton County, GA and Salt Lake County, UT. A
decrease in employment growth rate appears in Los Angeles County,
CA due to being awarded the 1984 Summer Olympic Games.

READ MORE
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New releases

Article

Issue 11-12

HOSTING THE OLYMPICS: WHY ARE WE ALWAYS
GETTING THE COST WRONG ?
Maroula Khraiche, Abhinav Alakshendra. In: Managerial finance,
Ahead of print, 24 August 2020.
This paper explores the reasons for the cost underestimation of the
Olympic Games and looks into the occurrence of the winner's curse. The
authors also forecast the spending pattern of future host cities. Finally,
they discuss the role of the International Olympic Committee in making
the Olympic Games more efficient and sustainable.

Article

SPO RT PROMOTION THROUGH SPO RT MEG AEVENTS: AN ANALYSIS FOR TYPES OF O LYMPIC
SPO RTS IN LONDON 2012
Themistocles Kokolakakis, Fernando Lera-Lopez. In:
International journal of environmental research and public health,
2020, vol. 17, no. 17, pp. 1-15.
A substantial amount of attention has been devoted towards the
potential sport legacy of the Olympic Games. In spite of the increasing
academic interest in this topic, there is a knowledge gap as far as sport
legacy is concerned by types of different sports. The authors bridge this
gap by analysing the evolution of 43 different Olympic/Paralympic sport
modalities in the two-year period after the London 2012 Olympics. By
using data from the Active People Survey with a sample of 165,000
people annually, and considering some demographic variables and the
effect of the economic environment, the paper aims to test the existence
of a sport legacy.

READ MORE

Article

THE PARTICIPATION LEG ACY AT OLYMPIC GAMES
Gregory T. Papanikos. In: Athens journal of sports, vol. 7, no. 4,
December 2020, pp. 251-262.
The legacy of participating in Olympic Games has not been extensively
researched when it is compared with the huge literature of
bidding/hosting Olympic Games and the determinants of Olympic
success and failures in winning Olympic medals. This paper addresses
this issue descriptively by emphasizing the need to do more theoretical
and empirical research to explain why so many countries and athletes
participate at the Olympic Games even though they have no chance of
winning any medal and/or bid and host future Olympic Games.

READ MORE
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New releases

Article

Issue 11-12

UTILIZATION OF OLYMPIC STADIUMS: A
CONCEPTUAL STADIUM LEGACY FRAMEWO RK
Holger Preuss, Anke Plambeck. In: International journal of sports
marketing and sponsorship, Ahead of print, 3 September 2020.
Olympic stadiums are expensive and large constructions. The media
often report on cost overruns based on the extravagant appearance of
an Olympic stadium and the lack of its postgames utilization. The aim of
this paper is to provide a conceptual stadium legacy framework
consisting of four dimensions and twelve functions that an Olympic
stadium can potentially have. These were identified by an extensive
literature research and an analysis of the findings. Additionally, the
authors collected available data on the specific Olympic stadiums under
review (1984–2016).

Article

THE LONG-TERM IMPLICATIONS OF MEG A- EVENT
PROJECTS FO R URBAN PUBLIC SPACES
Andrew Smith, David McGillivray. In: Sport in society: cultures,
commerce, media, politics, Ahead of print, 1 October 2020, pp. 117.

An emerging theme within the mega-events literature is the ways they
affect the provision, regulation and design of urban public spaces. Parks,
streets and squares host competition venues, and are also used for
supplementary occasions and facilities associated with hosting megaevents. Using examples from the London 2012 Olympic Games and
Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games, this paper examines the longterm significance of mega-events for urban public spaces.

READ MORE

Article

A SUSTAINABLE O LYMPIC G AMES: APPLYING THE
NEPA FRAMEWO RK TO REEVALUATE O LYMPIC
SITE SELECTION
Holly Tokar. In: Colorado natural resources, energy &
environmental law review, vol. 31, no.2, 2020, pp. 449-470.

This paper explores the idea of systemic change to Olympic site
selection. Divided into three sections, it argues that the IOC should apply
the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") framework to evaluate
alternatives to the traditional bidding system, such as permanent
locations. First, this paper presents background information about the
Games, including history about environmental awareness within the
Olympic Movement, the current system of Olympic site selection, and
the environmental legacies of recent Games. Second, this paper
discusses why the IOC should consider systemic change to Olympic site
selection. Finally, this paper recommends applying the NEPA framework
to analyze alternative structures. It describes the purpose served by a
NEPA-style analysis and begins to describe what the analysis might look
like.

READ MORE
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New releases

Article

Issue 11-12

A POSITIVE LEG ACY: AGAINST ALL O DDS O LYMPIC
FACILITIES AT THE 1994 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES
Dag Vidar Hanstad, Jon Helge Lesjø. In: Current Issues in Sport
Science, vol. 5, 2020, pp. 1-13.
The aim of this study is to explore the concept of legacy in major
sporting events. More precisely, it examines the distinction between
planned and unplanned long-term outcomes of the 1994 Olympic Winter
Games in Lillehammer, Norway.

READ MORE

Article

THE IMPACTS OF OLYMPIC LEG ACY ON URBAN
REG ENERATION: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Xuemei Zhao, Xuefeng Bai, Hongbum Shin. In: Public value,
vol.5, no.2, 2020, pp. 39-8.

The Olympic legacy is an important legacy left to the host city by the
Olympic Games. It presents the value of Olympic Games and push
Olympic movement spread till now. The IOC has stressed the
importance and necessity of Olympic legacy in official. The impacts of
Olympic legacy promote the regeneration and renewal of the host city
and it explores how does the sporting legacy and urban legacy of
Olympic legacy impact in the ur-ban renewal and regeneration. It not
only improves the sustainable development of city, but also promotes the
cultural values of the Olympics. This paper employs the systematic
literature reviews to explore the relationship between legacy of Olympic
Games and urban regeneration.

CARBON PARTNERSHIP REPORT 2020 :
SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH SPORT
Dow Inc., Dow, 2020, 1 vol.

This report describes Dow’s efforts in 2020 to build capacity, drive
change and achieve the adoption of low-carbon technologies.

READ MORE
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New releases

Issue 11-12

SPO RTS AND URBAN BIODIVERSITY : A
FRAMEWORK FOR ACHIEVING MUTUAL BENEFITS
FOR NATURE AND SPORTS IN CITIES
Diwata Hunziker (ed). International Union for Conservation of
Nature, 2020, 55 p.

Drawing on "Making nature’s city: a science-based framework for
building urban biodiversity" by the San Francisco Estuary Institute, this
guide identifies the opportunities for sports federations and sport venue
owners and operators to develop the seven elements essential for
supporting nature in cities. These elements, which are based on the way
natural ecosystems work, are: i) habitat patch size; ii) connectivity across
the urban landscape; iii) quality of the landscape matrix surrounding a
habitat patch; iv) diversity of habitats available; v) native vegetation; vi)
special resources like water and nesting locations; vii) and wildlifefriendly management.

READ MORE

SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT IN SPORT
International Olympic Committee. 2020, 77 p.

This guide aims to help National Olympic Committees (NOCs),
International Federations (IFs) and other sports organisations integrate
sustainability into their operations and events, addressing issues such as
climate change and biodiversity loss, economic inequality and social
injustice.

READ MORE
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New releases

2.4

Issue 11-12

HISTORY OF THE OG | HISTOIRE DES JO

Article

THE INTENDED 1916 OLYMPIC G AMES THROUGH
THE EYES OF THE G ERMAN SPORT UNIVERSITY
COLOGNE’S HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS - THE
ARCHIVE PROJ ECT “ ABGESTAUBT UND NEU
ERFORSCHBAR” (DUSTED OFF AND REEXPLO RABLE) AS PART OF THE TRANSMISSION OF
SPO RT HISTORY
Ansgar Molzberger. In: Diagoras: international academic Journal
on Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 219-235.

With the objective to present an overall view of the German Sport
University Cologne (GSU Cologne)’s historical collections for the first
time and to emphasize the value of primary evidence for hermeneutics in
sport history, a research and publication project was started in 2013. Its
work will lead to the publication of a four-volume book series entitled
“Dusted off and re-explorable – The historical collections of the German
Sport University Cologne”. The article aims to illustrate the work of the
archive project group by presenting the conception and content of the
book chapter about the intended 1916 Berlin Olympic Games from the
book series’ second volume.

READ MORE

RESTORING THE OLYMPIC G AMES :
FOUNDING SPEECH
International Olympic Committee, 2020. 55 p.

When Pierre de Coubertin, at the age of 29, first outlined his vision for
restoring the Olympic Games on 25 November 1892 at the Sorbonne
University in Paris, he laid the philosophical foundations for the
International Olympic Committee, which he established two years later.
This seminal speech can be considered the founding moment of the
Olympic Movement. In this historic manuscript, the mission of the
Olympic Movement to put sport at the service of the peaceful
development of humankind was already clear. Well over a century later,
Coubertin’s vision to make the world a better and more peaceful place
through sport lives on. In this brochure, the significance of the Olympic
Manifesto manuscript is put into historical context. The reader is given
important insights and analysis into Coubertin’s thinking and the
influences that shaped his vision for the Olympic Games. This
publication explains why his ideas on the power of sport and its
contribution to a more peaceful world have stood the test of time. The
original manuscript of the Olympic Manifesto returned to its home at The
Olympic Museum in 2020, thanks to the generous donation of Alisher
Usmanov.

READ MORE
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New releases

Book

Issue 11-12

ATLAS DE LO S SUEÑOS OLÍMPICO S
Toni Padilla. GeoPlaneta, 2020, 143 p.

Con una tradición que retrocede hasta la Antigüedad, los Juegos
Olímpicos modernos son, desde 1896, el mayor acontecimiento
deportivo mundial, el encuentro de los mejores deportistas de todos los
continentes que, cada cuatro años, acuden a esta cita llenos de
ilusiones y con historias personales de lo más diversas. “Atlas de los
sueños Olímpicos” es una recopilación de 34 historias de deportistas
Olímpicos, todas ellas únicas e irrepetibles, ejemplos maravillosos de
constancia, tesón y valentía algunas de ellas, pero también muestras del
azar, la fatalidad, el egoísmo o el engaño otras? Partiendo de estas 34
historias personales, se delinean también los momentos históricos que
han rodeado cada una de las ediciones y los sucesos, a veces
impactantes, que han marcado la historia del Olimpismo.
MA 29742

M.A. OLYMPIC STUDIES: 10 YEARS LOOKING BACK
Stephan Wassong... [et al.] ; Institute of Sport History / Olympic
Studies Centre German Sport University Cologne, 2020. 131 p.

This book presents memories of the first discussions about the M. A.
Olympic Studies programme in 2006, the opening of the 1st intake on 19
September 2010 and the innumerable personal encounters with around
110 participants from the programme’s now 7 intakes.

READ MORE

T O C O N S U LT A L L T H E O F F I C I A L P U B L I C AT I O N S A L R E A D Y
AVA I L A B L E F O R T H E N E X T E D I T I O N S O F T H E O LY M P I C
GAMES, CLICK HERE FOR TOKYO 2020, BEIJING 2022,
PA R I S 2 0 2 4 A N D M I L A N O - C O R T I N A 2 0 2 6 .
P O U R C O N S U LT E R T O U T E S L E S P U B L I C AT I O N S
OFFICIELLES DÉJÀ DISPONIBLES POUR LES PROCHAINES
É D I T I O N S D E S J E U X O LY M P I Q U E S , C L I Q U E Z I C I P O U R
T O K Y O 2 0 2 0 , B E I J I N G 2 0 2 2 , PA R I S 2 0 2 4 E T M I L A N - C O R T I N A
2026.
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New releases

Issue 11-12

3 . T H E I N T E R N AT I O N A L O LY M P I C
COMMITTEE | LE COMITÉ
I N T E R N AT I O N A L O LY M P I Q U E

3.1

OLYMPIC MARKETING | MARKETING OLYMPIQUE

Article

AMBUSH MARKETING VIA SO CIAL MEDIA:
THE CASE OF THE THREE MO ST RECENT OLYMPIC
GAMES
Gashaw Abeza… [et al.] In: International journal of sport
communication, Ahead of print, 2020, pp. 1-25.
This study explored the practices and strategies of ambush marketing
via social media (SM) during the 2014 Sochi, 2016 Rio, and 2018
PyeongChang Olympic Games. Direct industry competitors’ of the
Olympic sponsors refer to companies that market similar products, at a
similar price point, and to the same customers as Olympic sponsors.
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New releases

Article

Issue 11-12

MEG A-EVENTS BRAND MEANING CO-CREATION:
THE O LYMPIC CASE
Nathalia Christiani Tjandra… [et al.] In: Journal of product &
brand management, Ahead of print, 25 September 2020.

This paper aims to explore a multi-stakeholder perspective on brand
meaning co-creation in the context of the Olympic Games as a unique
mega sports event brand with a strong brand identity, to understand how
the brand manager may integrate such co-created meanings in a
negotiated brand identity.

Article

THE O LYMPIC G AMES AND ASSOCIATIVE
SPO NSORSHIP: BRAND PERSONALITY IDENTITY
CREATION, COMMUNICATION AND CONG RUENCE
Richard Rutter…[et al.] In: Internet Research: Electronic
Networking Applications and Policy, vol. 30, no. 1, 2020, pp. 85107.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the brand relationships between
a mega-sports event, the Olympic Games, and its branded main
sponsors, using the lens of brand personality.

Article

CO-CREATION OF BRAND MEANING: HOW
PERCEPTIO NS OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES CAN
DIFFER
Strategic Direction, Ahead of print, 16 November 2020.
This paper aims to review the latest management developments across
the globe and pinpoint practical implications from cutting-edge research
and case studies. It’s prepared by an independent writer who adds his
own impartial comments and places the articles in context.
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New releases

Chapter

Issue 11-12

INTERNATIONAL SPO RTS ORG ANIZATIO NS AND
INTERNATIONALIZATION OF SPORTS FIRMS
Kadir Yildiz, Yeşer Eroğlu. In: Leitão, J., Ratten, V. and Barroca,
J., A guide to planning and managing open innovative
ecosystems, Emerald Publishing Limited, 2020, pp. 119-131.

Sport is an international activity due to its cultural, economic and social
significance in the global economy. This chapter focuses on the
international aspect of sport in terms of international sports organizations
and the internationalization of sports firms. To do this, this chapter
highlights the role of branding, social media and marketing in
international sports activities. This includes a discussion of how the
Olympics and World Cup have influenced internationalization and the
impact of athletes increasingly becoming global celebrities. The impact
of new technological innovations is also stressed that shows the
increased international relevance of sport.

Chapter

ATHLETES & SOCIAL MEDIA: WHAT CONSTITUTES
AMBUSH MARKETING IN THE DIG ITAL AGE?: THE
CASE OF RULE 40 OF THE O LYMPIC CHARTER
Jacques de Werra. In: Trigo Trindade, Rita ; Bahar, Rashid ;
Neri-Castracane, Giulia. Vers les sommets du droit : "Liber
amicorum" pour Henry Peter, Schulthess éditions romandes,
2019, pp. 3-24.
Many professional athletes not only excel in their sports disciplines : they
also stand out in the promotion and marketing of their activities and
achievements which in turn support and increase their fame and their
commercial value. They can particulary do so by a strong and intensive
activity on social media which can generate important revenues and
convert them into true digital champions and leading social media
influencers. In view of the importance of social media for professional
athletes and of the legal challenges that this raises, the goal of this short
article is to discuss certain legal issues arising from social media
communications made by professional athletes (and/or their individual
sponsors) in the light of the still on-going debate relating to the rules that
apply to Olympic Games (the so-called Rule 40) with a focus on ambush
marketing.

READ MORE
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New releases

3.2

Issue 11-12

HISTORY | HISTOIRE

Article

PIERRE DE CO UBERTIN, L’HISTOIRE ET LA
MÉMOIRE
Louis Violette. In: Modern & contemporary France, 2020, vol. 28,
no. 1, pp. 51-69.
Cette étude propose la mise en perspective de deux paradigmes de
l’historicité – l’histoire et la mémoire – autour de la figure et des
préceptes de Pierre de Coubertin. Pour ce faire, elle convoque à la fois
une large revue historiographique et un vaste fonds d’archives déposé
au Centre d’histoire Sciences Po de Paris par Geoffroy de Navacelle,
petit-neveu du pédagogue et fer de lance de sa défense mémorielle.
L’article participe dès lors à interroger, parmi d’autres, les notions
d’objectivation et de subjectivisation, de rupture et de continuité, de
savoir et d’identité, face à l’une des personnalités les plus polémiques
du XXe siècle. L’enjeu est ici de démontrer combien l’histoire et la
mémoire se distinguent, discourent, et finalement dialoguent dans une
quête du présent conjuguée au passé. Ou comment la démarche
épistémologique permet d’appréhender la matrice de l’historicité
inhérente au passé-vivant.
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New releases

Issue 11-12

4 . T H E O LY M P I C M O V E M E N T | L E
M O U V E M E N T O LY M P I Q U E

Article

AN EXPLORATION OF THE INSTITUTIONAL
ENVIRONMENT OF THE NATIONAL OLYMPIC
ACADEMIES BY FO LLOWING A MIXED METHOD
APPRO ACH
Paraskevi Salepi, Konstantinos Georgiadis, Antonios Travlos. In:
Journal of human sport and exercise, vol. 17, no. 2, 2020, pp. 114.

Within the present framework of the Olympic Charter (2019) the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) supports educational issues
through the International Olympic Academy (IOA), the National Olympic
Committees (NOCs), and the National Olympic Academies (NOAs).
However, there are a number of de facto variations in the arrangements
adopted in different national settings. To that end this study seeks to
identify the organisations within the institutional environment of the
NOAs and how these determine the strategy and the decisions made by
NOAs. How does the environment affect the effective operation of the
IOA, and of the NOAs in the Olympic academy system? In order to
address this question, an archival research along with a set of
exploratory semi-structured interviews were conducted with 19 key
stakeholders from the IOC (4), IOA (2), NOAs (8), Academics (5).

READ MORE
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New releases

Issue 11-12

4.1
NATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEES (NOCS) | COMITÉS
N AT I O N A U X O LY M P I Q U E S ( C N O S )
4.1.1 AFRICA | AFRIQUE
SPO RTS IN AFRICA, PAST AND PRESENT
ed. by Todd Cleveland... [et al.]. - Athens, Ohio : Ohio University
Press, 2020. - 299 p.

Book

These groundbreaking essays demonstrate how Africans past and
present have utilized sports to forge complex identities and shape
Africa’s dynamic place in the world.
MA 29736

4.1.2

ARGENTINA | ARGENTINE
HISTORIA DE LA ACADEMIA OLÍMPICA ARG ENTINA:
UNA EXPERIENCIA INOLVIDABLE
Silvia Dalotto-Marcó. Silvia Dalotto-Marcó, 2020, 163 p.
This book recounts the story of the Argentinian Olympic Academy.

READ MORE

4 . 1 . 3 I TA LY | I TA L I E

Article

CHRONIQUE DES J EUX OLYMPIQ UES PAR
PASOLINI ET CALVINO
Sandrine Granat-Robert. In: Italies, vol.23, 2019, pp.331-361.

Que veut dire sport en Italie dans les années du milieu du xxe siècle et,
plus précisément pour des Italiens comme Calvino et Pasolini ? Les
textes écrits par chacun à l’occasion des JO d’été, à deux olympiades de
distance, peuvent nous éclairer sur la représentation que se fait du sport
la littérature, en la personne de chacun de ces deux letterati et écrivains
dont la carrière s’affirme peu à peu au cours des années 50-60. Ce
travail a pour but d’examiner quelle place a été réservée à l’Italie et
comment sont articulées littérature, politique, et réflexions sur le sport,
dans ces articles de circonstance publiés au sein d’une presse
idéologique.

READ MORE
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New releases

Issue 11-12

4.1.4 POLAND | POLOGNE

Article

DREAMS OF THE OLYMPIC WARSAW:
UNCOMPLETED PROJ ECTS OF OLYMPIC
INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE CAPITAL OF PO LAND IN
THE 20TH CENTURY - AN O UTLINE
Kamil Bartosz Potrzuski. In: Diagoras: international academic
journal on Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 255-275.

The aim of this study is to attempt to synthetically describe the activities
performed in Warsaw in order to prepare the city for the organisation of
the summer Olympic Games. Dreams and plans for the capital of Poland
to become an Olympic city were presented just after regaining the
independence and the establisment of Polish Olympic Committee in the
early 1920s, under the rule of the charismatic city mayor Stefan
Starzyński in 1930s, during the capital’s restoration after WWII
destruction in 1940s, and after the political transformation in 1990s.
However, none of them has been achieved due to logistical, economic
and political difficulties. In the article, it is attempted to recap and
compare these unfulfilled investment plans based on archival, printed,
press and memoiristic sources.

READ MORE

4.1.5 SOUTH AFRICA | AFRIQUE DU SUD

Article

SPO RT DIPLO MACY DURING THE APARTHEID ERA
IN SO UTH AFRICA WITH THE OLYMPIC MO VEMENT
IN THE CENTRE OF WEB: THREE SPORT PO LITICAL
APPRO ACHES OF THE IOC PRESIDENTS
BRUNDAG E, LORD KILLANIN AND SAMARANCH
TOWARDS THE APARTHEID PO LITICS IN SOUTH
AFRICA
Tim Sperber. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 276-297.

This research aims to uncover sport diplomacy during the era of
apartheid in South Africa with the Olympic Movement in the centre of
web. A historical research was carried out to analyse various relations
and their influence on the decision makers of the Olympic Movement
from the early 1960s until the reintegration to the Olympic Summer
Games 1992 in Barcelona. Focusing on the three International Olympic
Committee (IOC) Presidents Brundage, Lord Killanin and Samaranch,
one can clearly examine different approaches towards sport politics..

READ MORE
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New releases

Issue 11-12

4 . 1 . 6 S PA I N | E S PA G N E

Article

ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF OLYMPIC SPANISH
BOXING IN THE PERIOD 1920-1968
Calle-Molina… [et al.]. In: Journal of human sport and exercise.
vol. 16, no. 3, 2021, pp. 1-13.

This research presents the origins of boxing in the Olympic structures in
Spain at the end of the 19th century, as well as the social, sporting and
economic circumstances of Spanish boxing in the 1960s. This historical
qualitative recovery was made based on the analysis of the testimonies
of Spanish Olympic boxers who participated in the Mexican Games in
1968, information triangulated with numerous and diverse sources.

READ MORE
4.2

O L Y M P I S M | O LY M P I S M E

Article

ATTITUDES OF TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
TOWARDS OLYMPIC AND HUMANITARIAN VALUES
Rafael Campos Veloso, Katia Rubio, Maria Alice Zimmermann.
In: Revista Brasileira de psicologia do esporte, Brasília, vol.10,
no. 2, setembro 2020, pp. 112-128.

Olympic values serve as a code of conduct for the Olympic Movement,
and strive to guide the attitudes and actions of all those involved in
Olympic activities, be they competitive, administrative, or voluntary work.
One tries to combine sport, education and culture, using the harmony
between body and mind, excellence of oneself, integrity in actions,
mutual respect, and joy found in effort. Thus, the objective of this
research was to measure the self-perception of teachers and students in
an educational program for sports, from the state of São Paulo (Brazil).
The results showed differences between the groups of teachers and the
one of students, as well as differences concerning the variables of
gender and age, and the knowledge and education of the participants
regarding Olympic values and Olympic education within the premises of
good performance in sports and the judgment of their own behaviors
regarding humanitarian values.

Article

OLYMPIANS' ATTITUDES TOWARD OLYMPIC
VALUES: A “SPORTING” LIFE HISTORY APPROACH
Jonathan Grix… [et al.]. In: Journal of Olympic studies, vol. 1, no.
2, 2020, pp. 72–92.
The current paper focuses on Olympians' attitudes to Olympic values—
given that Olympic values are central to the Olympic Movement—
gathered through a wider project on the “sporting” life history of fiftyseven British athletes. The study's findings are paradoxical and appear
to be at odds with the Olympic values set out in the Olympic Charter. In
particular, the study finds British athletes' attitudes toward Olympic
values tend to shift dramatically between the period in which they
compete and their post-athletic careers.

READ MORE
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New releases

Article

Issue 11-12

WHY RUSSIANS LO VE THE O LYMPIC G AMES: HO W
INDIVIDUAL VALUES AND NATIONALISM MOTIVATE
ATTITUDES TO WARDS THE OLYMPICS’
Alyona Khaptsova, Jakob Fruchtmann. In: International review for
the sociology of sport, Ahead of print, 22 September 2020.
In modern Russia, the Olympic Games are associated with nationalism.
However, an opportunity to experience nationalistic pride may not be the
only reason for people to like the event. The philosophy of Olympism
portrays sport as an instrument to promote universal solidarity and
internationalism, which could also be at the centre of peoples'
preferences. Moreover, the longstanding sportive past of the USSR may
have resulted in a perception of the event as something that is valued as
a tradition. This study tests which of these facets dominate the
perception of the Olympic Games among Russians.

READ MORE (AVAILABLE ON SITE )

Article

OLYMPISM AS A CIVIL RELIGION?
Frank Kühn. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 196-218.

Terms like pseudo-religion or quasi-religion are often used to describe
the implications of the idea of Olympism. In the article it is researched
whether the concept of civil religion presents the Olympic idea in a more
approachable way. Due to the fact that the controversial term “civil
religion” has often been defined in many different ways, this study is not
based on one specific definition, but rather on four different conceptions
which have proven essential within the discussion about civil religion.
With the help of these four conceptions Coubertin`s fundamental
thoughts on Olympism are analyzed.

READ MORE

Article

OLYMPISM: CULTURE AND VALUES THAT
PERMEATE THE ACTIVITIES OF AFRO-NAPOLI
UNITED
Elena Lopresti. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 121-130.

This article focuses on Afro-Napoli United, a sports organization that has
been operating in the metropolitan city of Naples since 2009 to promote
the social inclusion of migrants and young people at risk through the
organization of sports activities. Afro-Napoli pursues the values of
Olympism by giving space to impeccable athletic training. The Club
collects the Hellenic heritage by spreading the love of sport and
humanity.

READ MORE
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New releases

Article

Issue 11-12

THE CO NCEPT OF SPORT IN O LYMPISM
Jim Parry. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 131-148.

This paper provides an account of the values of sport in the idea of
Olympism. It develops a concept of ‘Olympic sports’, as institutionalised
rule-governed contests of human physical skill, and these six criteria
form the basis of a normative account.

READ MORE
Article

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE OLYMPIC VALUESTHEMED LEGACY FROM LONDON TO TO KYO... AND
ON TO PARIS
Derek Peaple. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 149-173.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, to describe how a UK state
secondary school has used Olympism and the Olympic and Paralympic
Values - as specifically expressed in the London 2012 Get Set education
programme - to shape its culture, develop thematic approaches to
teaching and learning, enhance students’ personal development and
leadership skills and establish a range of themed international learning
partnerships. And secondly, to explore the related intent to build a
sustainable Olympic and Paralympic Values-themed legacy programme
stretching from London 2012 through to Tokyo 2020 and then on to Paris
2024. The latter is designed to link schools in an international network
inspired by the vision of De Coubertin and Olympism, as now defined in
the Olympic Charter. In doing so, it additionally hopes to share how this
experience may help to shape preparations for schools engaging with
the educational opportunities arising from hosting the Games.

READ MORE

Article

THE O LYMPIC MEMO RY: INSTITUTIO NAL AND
HERITAG E ISSUES
Louis Violette, Michaël Attali. In: The International journal of the
history of sport, Ahead of print, 12 Nov 2020, pp. 1-20.
As major sociocultural phenomena, sport and its Olympic showcase are
unable to escape either the heightened subjective (re)interpretation of
the past or the social frameworks structuring the extension of memory
representations during the final decades of the twentieth century. In
order to better understand the phenomenon, this article aims to
determine the role and weight of the various actors and institutions of the
Olympic Movement in safeguarding the ideology advocated by Pierre de
Coubertin.
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Issue 11-12

4.3
PARALYMPIC GAMES AND PARALYMPIC MOVEMENT |
J E U X PA R A LY M P I Q U E S E T M O U V E M E N T PA R A LY M P I Q U E

Article

PORTRAYING ‘PARALYMPISM’? AN ANALYSIS OF
THE EVOLUTIO N OF PARALYMPIC ATHLETE MEDIA
REPRESENTATIONS SINCE THE 1980S
Rory Alexander Flindall. In: Diagoras: international academic
journal on Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 75-101.
Positioned within the assertion that the mass media serves as the tool
for meeting the Paralympic Movement’s Vision, this study set out to
analyse how Paralympic media portrayals have been representative of
Paralympism since the 1980s. To achieve this, a document analysis of
primary and secondary sources attained from the archives of the IPC
and Dutch National Archives alongside content analyses of specific
Paralympic Games was conducted.

READ MORE

Article

PARALYMPIC G AMES: THE EXPERIENCE WITH “THE
OTHER” THROUGH THE SCREEN
Doralice Lange de Souza, Augusto Moreira Marques, Antonio
Luis Fermino. In: Journal of physicial education, vol. 31, e3170,
2020, pp. 1-9.
The International Paralympic Committee, organization that regulates
Paralympic sports, as well as some representatives of cities/countries
that host the Paralympic Games claim that the latter are an important
platform to change society’s perceptions of the capabilities of people
with disabilities. In view of these statements, the authors have developed
a research to verify whether individuals who have had contact with the
Paralympic Games have changed their perception of the capabilities of
people with disabilities.

READ MORE

Article

THE NEWS PRODUCTION PRO CESS IN THE
BRAZILIAN JOURNALISTIC COVERAGE OF THE
2016 RIO PARALYMPIC GAMES
Silvan Menezes dos Santos, Josep Solves, Doralice Lange de
Souza. In: Journalism, Ahead of print, 16 October 2020.

The Paralympic Games are the biggest showcase of disability. Thanks to
their growing popularity, they are gradually getting a space in television
and social networks and are conquering a space in the print and digital
press. Therefore, it is important to guarantee the quality of the coverage
of the event and of the messages that are sent about people with
disabilities. It is also important to understand what factors interfere with
this coverage and these messages. In this context, we developed a
study that had as a goal to understand the process of news production
about the 2016 Rio Paralympic Games Brazilian journalists.
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Article

Issue 11-12

TOWARDS BEIJING 2022: DISCUSSION ON THE
GROWTH IN SIZE OF PARALYMPIC WINTER GAMES
IN TERMS OF PARTICIPATING DATA FRO M
ÖRNSKÖLDVIK 1976 TO PYEONG CHANG 2018
Valeria Rosso, Laura Gastaldi. In: Journal of human sport and
exercise, vol. 16, no. 4, 2020, pp. 1-16.

Paralympic Winter Games (PWG) born in 1976. Across Games, media
personnel has increased suggesting an increase in PWG size. However,
the growth of PWG from Örnsköldsvik 1976 to PyeongChang 2018 in
terms of participating data has not been discussed. This work aims to
find if the growth in media coverage comes together with an increase in
PWG size in terms of National Paralympic Committee, sports, medal
events, and athletes.

READ MORE
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Issue 11-12

5 . T H E AT H L E T E S | L E S AT H L È T E S

5.1

A N T I - D O P I N G | A N T I - D O PA G E

Chapter

THE WORLD ANTI-DO PING AG ENCY: GUARDIAN OF
ELITE SPORT’S CREDIBILITY
Maarten van Bottenburg, Arnout Geeraert, Olivier de Hon. In:
Boin A… [et al.] Guardians of Public Value. Palgrave Macmillan,
2021, pp. 185-210.
WADA is a hybrid public–private agency that leads the global fight
against doping. This chapter explores why and how this agency
developed into an institution that receives support from sports
organizations and governments worldwide. Despite initial scepticism
about its ability to overcome the ineffectiveness of anti-doping policies
prior to its foundation in 1999, WADA quickly grew into a broadly trusted
and well-respected organization.

READ MORE
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5.2

Issue 11-12

CAREER MANAGEMENT | GESTION DE CARRIÈRE

Article

A PATH TO THE CO MPASSIONATE LEADERSHIP IN
THE CO NTEXT OF O LYMPISM
Sarah Abi Raad. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 15-30.

When compassionate leadership and Olympism meet; the athlete’s path
to personal and professional excellence becomes filled with
interpersonal challenges. As an athlete, you can inspire others to
change, only if you are ready to change yourself. But how can we lead
this change in sport? Whenever you initiate change, you have to answer
three questions: Why? What? And How? In this paper, the authors focus
on the how. How do we recognize a person that is valuable in the
Olympic system? Knowing that the Olympic values of Olympism are
excellence, respect, friendship, dialogue, diversity, non-discrimination,
tolerance, fair-play, solidarity, development and peace, this question is
part of an unprecedented report that assimilates, in the same dynamic,
the conquest of a fragmented personal identity and the access to a
cultural identity that ensures a positive recognition of a person to his
performance.

READ MORE

Article

OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC COACH
PERSPECTIVES O N EFFECTIVE SKILL ACQ UISITION
SUPPORT AND CO ACH DEVELO PMENT
N. Dehghansai… [et al.]. In: Sport, education and society, vol. 25,
no. 6, 2020, pp. 667-680.
The role of skill acquisition specialists within sport systems has become
more prominent and imbedded in daily training environments with
coaches; however, literature pertaining to their role and contributions to
effective coach development is very scant. The objective was to extend
our understanding of the coaches’ perception of the role of, and
relationship with, a skill acquisition specialist to identify key factors of
effective support that shape coach behavior and ultimately enhance
athlete performance. Semi-structured interviews with two National
coaches with experience and podium success in multiple
Olympic/Paralympic Games, Commonwealth Games, and World
Championships was conducted.
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Article

Issue 11-12

ETOS EMIGRANTA A FERENC PUSKÁS NA TLE
INNYCH UCZESTNIKÓ W IGRZYSK OLIMPIJSKICH
THE ETHO S OF EMIG RANT AND FERENC PUSKÁS
COMPARED TO OTHER PARTICIPANTS IN THE
OLYMPIC G AMES
Mateusz Rozmiarek, Adam Szabelski. In: Sport i Turystyka.
Środkowoeuropejskie Czasopismo Naukowe, vol. 3, no. 3, 2020,
pp. 41–54.
Article in Polish. The emigrant’s ethos may be related to physical culture.
On the pages of the history of sport or Olympism we can find examples
of many athletes who, motivated by different goals, chose their native
countries. One of them was the desire to succeed and win the sports
championship. It turns out that during the first Olympic Games such a
trend was noticeable, although the subsequent games also confirm it.
The topic, which has caused many problems in the past, should be
considered from the perspective of two levels, emigration before gaining
the planned achievement, as well as the decision to leave after
achieving major victories. Examples confirming both variants in this
article might be on the one hand the numerous cases of participants of
the first Olympic Games (what was shown on the example of athletes
participating in the I, the II and the III Olympics), and on the other the
biography of the outstanding Hungarian footballer Ferenc Puskás, who
decided to emigrate for many years because of the internal situation in
his country, and not the desire to profit or gain greater fame.

5.3

MEDICINE AND HEALTH | MÉDECINE ET SANTÉ

Article

HIGH HO PES: LO WER RISK OF DEATH DUE TO
MENTAL DISORDERS AND SELF-HARM IN A
CENTURY- LONG US O LYMPIAN COHORT
COMPARED WITH THE GENERAL POPULATION
Stephanie L. Duncombe… [et al.]. In: British journal of sports
medicine, 30 November 2020.
The objective of this study is to determine the risk of death due to
prominent mental disorders, substance abuse, and self-harm among US
Olympians compared with the general population. All female (n=2301)
and male (n=5823) US Olympians who participated in the summer or
winter Games between 1912 and 2012 were followed until 2016. In
conclusion, Olympians have a lower risk of death, favouring an
increased longevity compared with the general population for mental
disorders, substance abuse and suicides.
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Article

Issue 11-12

SELF-CARE, SELF-KNOWLEDG E AND SELFTRANSFORMATIO N. O N THE TRAIL OF MICHEL
FOUCAULT’S ADVICE TO ATHLETES
Karen Joisten. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 188-195.

The subject of concern for oneself, which is inseparably connected with
self-knowledge and enables a self-transformation of the human being, is
extremely important in the Western tradition from ancient times to the
present. In his book “The Hermeneutics of the Subject” Michel Foucault
meticulously elaborates this complex of themes. In doing so, he also
occasionally makes references to the athlete, the “athletic
concentration”, the wrestler and the so-called “paraskeue”. The thesis of
this article is that Olympism and the Olympic idea has its origin in this
philosophical strand, in which philosophy is not pure theory, but theory in
the service of human self-transformation.

READ MORE

Article

INJURY INCIDENCE, SEVERITY AND PROFILE IN
OLYMPIC CO MBAT SPORTS: A COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS OF 7712 ATHLETE EXPO SURES FROM
THREE CO NSECUTIVE OLYMPIC GAMES
Reidar P Lystad… [et al.]. In: British journal of sports medicine,
Ahead of print, 20 November 2020, pp. 1-8.
The objective of this research is to describe and compare the
epidemiology of competition injuries in unarmed combat sports (ie,
boxing, judo, taekwondo and wrestling) in three consecutive Olympic
Games. The method used was a prospective cohort study using injury
data from the IOC injury surveillance system and exposure data from
official tournament records at three consecutive Olympic Games (ie,
Beijing 2008, London 2012 and Rio de Janeiro 2016).
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Article

Issue 11-12

EXPANDING THE SCREENING TOO LBO X TO
PROMOTE ATHLETE HEALTH: HOW THE US
OLYMPIC & PARALYMPIC COMMITTEE SCREENED
FOR HEALTH PROBLEMS IN 940 ELITE ATHLETES
Dustin Nabhan… [et al.]. In: British journal of sports medicine,
Ahead of print, October 2020, pp. 1-6.
This study assesses the value of including validated screening tools for
allergies, anxiety, depression, sleep apnoea and sleep quality into an
electronic patient health history questionnaire. In this descriptive study,
the authors reviewed electronic medical records of Olympic and
Paralympic athletes who completed health screenings, which included
validated screens for allergies (Allergy Questionnaire for Athletes),
anxiety (General Anxiety Disorder-2), depression (Patient Health
Questionaire-2), sleep apnoea (Berlin Questionnaire) and sleep quality
(Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index), using established criteria for a positive
screen. They report the prevalence of positive tests and the associations
between positive screening tools. A total of 683 Olympic and 257
Paralympic athletes (462 male, 478 female) completed the health history
between May and September of 2019.

Article

SELF-REPORTED SPO RTS INJURIES AND LATERLIFE HEALTH STATUS IN 3357 RETIRED
OLYMPIANS FROM 131 COUNTRIES: A CRO SSSECTIONAL SURVEY AMONG THOSE COMPETING
IN THE G AMES BETWEEN LONDON 1948 AND
PYEONGCHANG 2018
Debbie Palmer… [et al.]. In: British journal of sports medicine,
Ahead of print, 29 September 2020, pp. 1-9.
The objective of this study is to describe the self-reported prevalence
and nature of Olympic-career injury and general health and current
residual symptoms in a self-selected sample of retired Olympians.
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Article

Issue 11-12

DO FORMER ELITE ATHLETES LIVE LONGER? NEW
EVIDENCE FRO M GERMAN OLYMPIC ATHLETES
AND A FIRST MODEL DESCRIPTION
Lutz Thieme, Michael Fröhlich. In: Frontiers in sports and active
living, 6 November 2020, pp. 1-9.
The positive effects of physical activity and recreational sports on health
have been well-examined and are well-proven. In contrast, the
consequences of extensive elite sports on life expectancy and mortality
rates have been described in significantly less unique and
comprehensive terms. There is a lack of models that systematically
summarize the factors influencing the life span of elite athletes.
Therefore, this study identifies the difference between all 6,066 German
participants in Olympic Games between 1956 and 2016 and the total
population, as well as between participants from the Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG) and the German Democratic Republic (GDR), and
between the genders. Currently, the survival rate of German Olympians
is lower compared to the general population.

READ MORE

Article

TENNIS- SPECIFIC EXTENSION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC CO MMITTEE
CONSENSUS STATEMENT: METHODS FOR
RECORDING AND REPORTING OF
EPIDEMIO LOGICAL DATA ON INJURY AND ILLNESS
IN SPORT 2020
Evert Verhagen… [et al.]. In: British journal of sports medicine,
October 2020, pp. 1-5.
The IOC has proposed standard methods for recording and reporting of
data for injury and illness in sport. The IOC consensus statement
authors anticipated that sport-specific statements would provide further
recommendations. This statement is the tennis-specific extension of the
partner IOC statement.

Book

OVERTRAINING SYNDROME IN ATHLETES: A
COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW AND NO VEL
PERSPECTIVES
Flavio Cadegiani. Springer, 2020, 333 p.

This book discusses major changes in our understanding of the most
prevalent non-orthopedic, sports-related condition – overtraining
syndrome (OTS), arguing that it should be considered as the
manifestation of burnout in athletes, rather than simply the result of
excessive training.
MA 29738
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5.4

Issue 11-12

O L Y M P I A N S | O LY M P I E N S

Book

VAN PARIJS TOT PYEONGCHANG: KAATSEN,
KAATSERS EN ALLE ANDERE 29 FRIESE
MEDAILLEWINNAARS OP DE OLYMPISCHE SPELEN
Pieter Breuker. Uitgeverij Louise, 2020. 224 p.

Kaatsen – rond 1200 ontstaan – wordt in bijna 50 landen beoefend. De
sport is, in verschillende varianten, zevenmaal onderdeel van de OS
geweest, eerst als wedstrijdsport (1900 en 1908), daarna steeds als
demonstratiesport (1912, 1924, 1928, 1968 en 1992). In deel twee
volgen, na een algemeen overzicht, portretten van alle andere
prijswinnende Friese Olympiërs. Dat betreft 29 atleten (19 mannen en 10
vrouwen), die samen 64 medailles in 13 sporten hebben behaald.
MA 29728

Book

VERGETEN GOUD: HET LEVEN VAN OLYMPISCH
KAMPIOENE RIE MASTENBROEK
Marian Rijk. Ambo Anthos, 2020, 222 p.

Met "Vergeten goud" schreef Marian Rijk een meeslepende biografie
van een van de grootste en meest controversiële sporters uit de
Nederlandse geschiedenis: zwemster Rie Mastenbroek. De
Rotterdamse Rie Mastenbroek was zeventien jaar oud toen ze onder het
toeziend oog van de nazi’s op drie zwemonderdelen goud haalde en op
één zilver. Marian Rijk beschrijft in Vergeten goud de opkomst, het
succes en de stagnatie van supertalent Rie Mastenbroek, een meisje uit
een arbeidersfamilie dat allerminst voorbestemd leek voor een leven als
topsporter.
MA 29734
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5.5

Issue 11-12

PSYCHOLOGY | PSYCHOLOGIE

Article

COUNTERFACTUAL THINKING AND FACIAL
EXPRESSIONS AMONG OLYMPIC MEDALISTS: A
CONCEPTUAL REPLICATION OF MEDVEC, MADEY,
AND G ILO VICH’S (1995) FINDINGS
William M. Hedgcock, Andrea W. Luangrath, Raelyn Webster, In:
Journal of experimental psychology: general, Ahead of print,
2020.
Counterfactual thinking, or contemplation of “what could have been,”
influences facial expressions of Olympic medalists. Medvec, Madey, and
Gilovich (1995) revealed that bronze medalists appeared happier than
silver medalists after competition in Olympic events. Two prominent
explanations for this phenomenon exist: the formation of (a) categorybased counterfactuals and (b) expectation-based counterfactuals. First,
Medvec et al. (1995) demonstrated that silver medalists formed an
upward comparison to the gold medalist with thoughts of “I almost won
Gold” while bronze medalists formed a downward comparison to a fourth
place finisher with thoughts of “at least I won a medal.” A second
explanation suggests that medalists form expectation-based
counterfactuals in which silver medalists are more disappointed since
their prior expectations for performance were higher than bronze
medalists (McGraw, Mellers, & Tetlock, 2005). To test these 2
explanations, the authors compiled a large dataset of medal stand
photographs from the Olympic Multimedia Library and Getty Images for
the 2000–2016 Olympic games as well as Sports Illustrated’s
predictions. Using automated facial expression encoding, they
conducted a conceptual replication of prior work and found evidence
supporting both category-based and expectation-based counterfactual
accounts of Olympic medalists’ expressions.

Article

ENDING AN ELITE SPORTS CAREER: CASE
REPORT OF BEHAVIO RAL ACTIVATIO N APPLIED AS
AN EVIDENCE-BASED INTERVENTION WITH A
FORMER OLYMPIC ATHLETE DEVELO PING
DEPRESSION
Carolina Lundqvist. In: The sport psychologist, vol 34, no. 4, pp.
329-336.
This case report described the use of behavioral activation when a
former Olympic athlete developed depression after career termination.
Four sessions were conducted, one session each week, followed by a
boost session 1 month later.
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Issue 11-12

6 . T H E O LY M P I C S P O R T S | L E S
S P O R T S O LY M P I Q U E S

6.1

SUMMER SPORTS | SPORTS D’ÉTÉ

Article

DOES CONFIRMATION BIAS EXIST IN JUDG ED
EVENTS AT THE O LYMPIC G AMES?
Christiana Hilmer, Michael John Hilmer. In: Journal of quantitative
analysis in sports, Ahead of print, 2 November 2020.
Examining data for the 10 Olympic Games contested this century, the
authors ask whether confirmation bias exists in judged events. They
theorize that if such bias is present, then competitors in judged events
should perform closer to predicted than competitors in non-judged
events. Among a sample of over 5100 predicted medalists from the 10
Games, they find that, all else equal, the differences between ex-ante
conventional wisdom and ex-post observed outcome are larger for
competitors in timed events than for competitors in judged events. These
results suggest that confirmation bias does potentially exist for judged
events at the Olympic Games.
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Issue 11-12

6 . 1 . 1 AT H L E T I C S | A T H L É T I S M E
LEYENDAS OLÍMPICAS DEL ATLETISMO
Juan Antonio Prieto. Asociación de la Prensa Deportiva de
Cantabria, 2020, 469 p.

Book

A Spiridon Louis, primer campeón olímpico de maratón, el rey Jorge I de
Grecia le regaló un carro y un burro para ayudarle a repartir agua en
Atenas”. Esta anécdota es solo una de las muchas que Juan Antonio
Prieto ha elegido para su libro “Leyendas Olímpicas del atletismo”. Un
documento que resume la vida y milagros de 75 atletas. Leyendas que,
a lo largo de la historia olímpica moderna, han dejado una huella
imborrable en la pista.
MA 29745

6.1.2 BASEBALL
Article

BRING ING THE ‘NATIONAL PASTIME’ TO THE
OLYMPIC ARENA: LESLIE MANN AND THE DRIVING
FORCES TO BASEBALL INTERNATIONALIZATION IN
THE 1930’S
Doiara Santos. In: Olimpianos: journal of Olympic studies, vol. 4,
2020, pp. 154-163.
The main objective of this study is to trace historical efforts to include
baseball in the 1936 Olympics, paralleled with the internationalization of
that sport. This study is presented in the format of a historical narrative.
The research material was mainly drawn from primary sources located in
the United States of America and Canada. Results show that Leslie
Mann, a former American player, was one who significantly contributed
to make the 1936 baseball Olympic exhibition distinctly better organized
than previous experiences. The 1936 Olympic baseball demonstration
was one of the most important accomplishments to the
internationalization of baseball and an important benchmark to Baseball
in the Olympic scenario.

READ MORE
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6.1.3 CLIMBING | ESCALADE
OLYMPIC CO MPETITION CLIMBING: THE
BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA: A NARRATIVE REVIEW
Christoph Lutter, Thomas Tischer, Volker Rainer Schöff. In:
British journal of sports medicine, Ahead of print, October 2020,
pp. 1-10.

Article

Climbing as a competition sport has become increasingly popular in
recent years, particularly the sub-discipline of bouldering. The sport will
debut in the Tokyo Summer Olympic Games. National and international
competitions have three disciplines: lead (climbing with rope protection),
bouldering (climbing at lower heights with mattress floor protection) and
speed (maximum speed climbing on a standardised route in 1-on-1
mode). There is also a ‘combined mode’ of all three disciplines
(combined) which forms the Olympic competition format; all competition
formats are held on artificial walls. Existing literature describes a
predominantly low injury frequency and severity in elite climbing. The
focus of this narrative review was to review injuries among competitive
climbers, their pattern, severity and risk. The authors spotlight the fairly
limited evidence on prevention of climbing injuries. Finally, they touch on
antidoping measures as this sport moves to the main sporting stage.

6.1.4

EQUESTRIAN | EQUITATION

Article

FOSTER THE GENDER EQUALITY IN THE CONTEXT
OF HORSE-RIDING. AN OLYMPIC VALUE WHICH
REVEALS A PATH FROM DOMINATION TO
EMANCIPATION
Dorine Arachtingi. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 60-74.
Ever since 1952, men and women compete in the same equestrian
competitions during the Olympic Games. This advance in gender
equality was made possible by the values that are pledged in the
Olympic spirit, that are mixity, parity and crossbreeding of social roles. In
this article, the authors attempt to identify and analyses why when it
comes to a leisure practice, women are dominant, whereas in Olympic
equestrian competitions, we find mostly men. Then, they focus on
women’s means to adapt in equestrian competitions, and horsewomen’s
para-doxal aptitudes that could make them win competitions, when it
comes to horse-riding and taking care of horses. In closing, they talk
about a possible new Olympic value: crossbreeding, that is a new form
of balance between men, women, and horses in horse riding.

READ MORE
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Article

Issue 11-12

THE AGE, HEIGHT, AND BO DY MASS OF O LYMPIC
SWIMMERS: A 50-YEAR REVIEW AND UPDATE
Adam Mallett… [et al]. In: Journal of experimental psychology:
general, Ahead of print, 5 November 2020.
A difficulty in identifying the optimal age, height, and body mass of
swimmers is the heterogeneity of the athletes examined (i.e., gender,
caliber), the variability in race distance and stroke, and the influence of
time. Nonetheless, age, height, and body mass remains the most readily
available data of all athlete characteristics, supporting their contribution
to the prediction of performance. This review presents the findings of
previous studies over the last 50 years and offers new insights by
examining data from swimmers competing at the 1968, 1992, and 2016
Olympic Games.
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6.2

Issue 11-12

WINTER SPORTS | SPORTS D’HIVER
6.2.1 SNOWBOARDING |SNOW-BOARDING

Article

SNO WBO ARDING YOUTH CULTURE AND THE
WINTER O LYMPICS: CO-EVOLUTION IN AN
AMERICAN-DRIVEN SHOW
Anne Barjolin-Smith. In: The international journal of the history of
sport, Ahead of print, 26 October 2020, pp. 1-26.
Snowboarding, as an American sport experience based on fun, risktaking, creativity, and freedom, entered the Winter Olympics as a youth
show à l’américaine through freestyle disciplines. The concept of geosportivity explains the link between the United States and snowboarding
and shows that, despite its Olympic inclusion, snowboarding’s ethos has
remained fundamentally American in terms of leadership, representation,
evolution, and commodification. Inspired by the X Games, the Winter
Olympics have provided a new platform for the American sport
experience. According to pioneer skateboarder Tony Hawk,
snowboarding introduced a youthful energy and a youthful viewership to
the Olympics. On the global stage, snowboarding has become a form of
American youth culture without borders, which brings about the question
of sports as soft power resources. The inclusion of snowboarding as an
American-made lifestyle sport, a youth culture, and a performance has
had an impact on the Winter Olympics and, ultimately, on the Summer
Olympics. There are several accounts of the impact of the Winter
Olympics on snowboarding that focus on the pros and cons of the sport’s
inclusion into the Games. However, except for Mark Dyreson, Holly
Thorpe and Belinda Wheaton, few researchers have addressed the
impact of snowboarding on the Games.6 This gap must be bridged to
show that both snowboarding and the Winter Olympics have evolved as
a result of their collaboration – a relation highlighting the role of sports in
public diplomacy.
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Issue 11-12

7. SPORT ECONOMICS AND
MANAGEMENT | ÉCONOMIE ET
GESTION DU SPORT

Chapter

THE ECONO MIC DETERMINANTS OF THE O LYMPIC
PERFORMANCE IN CO MMUNIST AND POSTCOMMUNIST COUNTRIES
Wladimir Andreff. In: Andreff W. (eds), Comparative economic
studies in Europe, Palgrave Macmillan, 2021, pp. 377-412.
The chapter first reminds the statist model of sport, its overshooting
Olympic performance, and reforms before its final collapse. Moving
towards a market-compatible sport system during the transformational
economic crisis was not without hindrances ending up into a hybrid
sports industry. All these changes affected Olympic performance
downwards. Econometric modelling explains all nations’ medal totals at
Summer Olympic Games by GDP per capita, population, a host country
effect, regional sport specialisation, and a political regime variable taking
on board communist and post-communist specificity. A similar model is
adapted to Winter Games by adding two variables, snow coverage and
endowment in winter sports resorts. Both models provide a statistically
significant explanation of how medal totals have evolved in postcommunist nations. Used for forecasting, the Winter Olympics model
enables checking the impact of doping on Olympic performance with a
natural experiment at the 2014 Sochi Games.
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Issue 11-12

8 . S P O R T L AW A N D E T H I C S |
DROIT ET ÉTHIQUE DU SPORT

Article

THE NEED OF AN OLYMPIC CHARTER FOR A
SPO RT’S ETHIC
Bernard Andrieu. In: Diagoras: international academic journal on
Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 45-59.

A sports ethic has its roots in the spirit of play and celebration. The
pleasure of playing is an attitude of mind founded on ethical principles
that aims first of all to promote respect for the opponent considered as a
playing partner. Having a sporting spirit is not only trying to be a good
player, but also a good player respectful of the rules, of the opponent, of
the referees, while being modest in victory and without rancor in defeat.
From an individual point of view, self-control is to be acquired. Selfcontrol is about knowing your limits and your strengths. Sport must
above all be a celebration. It serves to develop sociability, in particular a
team spirit, made of solidarity on and off the field. It is in this context that
the sportsman emerges, the one who puts the rule before victory and
extreme commitment. It is an ideal where socialization precedes war.
Sports practice then allows a sportsman to release his impulses while
controlling them. The sportsman becomes the actor and the author of a
pacification of believes and values. The main objective of sports
education is not to develop a perfect body but to moralize the wild
dimensions of the body. Sport is therefore not an excessive expression
of the wild dimensions of the body; it is a space of freedom and morality
in which the civilized body of a person is revealed.

READ MORE
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Report

Issue 11-12

MATCH-FIXING MONITORING SYSTEMS IN PLAY:
BETTING, DATA ANALYSIS TECHNOLOG Y AND ITS
EFFECTS ON SPORT INTEGRITY
Minhyeok Tak. Loughborough University, 2020, 45 p.
Postgraduate research grant programme 2019 Olympic Studies
Centre, International Olympic Committee.

This project explores match-fixing monitoring systems with a specific
focus on the technical make-up of systems; and the political and
economic interests around the operation. Informed by a political
sociology approach to policy instrumentation, this study analyses data
collected via qualitative techniques. Three major findings and discussion
points are suggested as follows. First, while the monitoring screens out
suspicious matches, the technical mechanism also relies on human
intervention, which harbours space for considerations other than an
objective, scientific assessment. Second, the interests surrounding the
operation exploit the technology as (a) an extension of their business
risk-management, (b) a strategy to pre-empt criticism, and (c) a
justification to open sports organisations up to betting markets. Finally,
the promotion of match-fixing monitoring has led to several changes: (a)
deregulating sports betting; (b) merging the sports and betting
ecosystems; and (c) redefining the concept of sport integrity as
something predominantly related to betting integrity. This research
suggests a conceptualisation of the betting industry’s perspective as an
odds-wise view – a perspective which considers sports betting as a
rational game of skills based on probability between informed punters
and traders, while viewing match-fixing as disrupting the rational rules of
the game by artificially removing bookmakers’ house edge.

READ MORE

Book

LE CONCEPT DE NATIONALITÉ SPORTIVE :
SOURCES, ÉTAT DES LIEUX CRITIQUE ET
RELATION AVEC LE DROIT
Yann Hafner. Helbing Lichtenhahn, 2020, 616 p.

Cet ouvrage traite du concept de nationalité sportive dans son
ensemble. Il présente les fondements théoriques et juridiques de ce
concept ainsi que la place que celui-ci occupe dans l’organisation du
sport mondial, notamment dans le contexte des compétitions entre
équipes nationales. Il explicite la manière dont les fédérations
internationales et les organisateurs de compétitions multisports, tel le
Comité International Olympique, mettent en œuvre ce concept dans leur
ordre juridique respectif avant d’en préciser les limites au regard du droit
étatique et du droit de l’Union européenne.
MA 29730
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Book

Issue 11-12

GESELLSCHAFTSFO RM, GOOD GO VERNANCE UND
REGULIERUNG FÜR INTERNATIO NALE
SPO RTDACHVERBÄNDE
Roman Schade, Academia-Verl., 2020, 345 p.

Internationale Sportverbände organisieren und entwickeln ihre jeweilige
Sportart. Dabei wollen sie sowohl der gesellschaftlichen Bedeutung des
Sports als auch ökonomischen Interessen gerecht werden. Das
vorliegende Buch bietet Lösungen für eine Good Governance an, mit der
Sport professionell, integer und wirtschaftlich erfolgreich organisiert
werden kann. Dabei geht der Autor auf die speziellen Anforderungen an
Sportinstitutionen ein, die sich aus den Analogien zu multinationalen
Unternehmen sowie zu internationalen Organisationen ergeben.
Relevant für eine professionelle Organisation der Verbände ist u. a. die
Gesellschaftsform. Das Buch liefert neben einem Governance-Katalog
eine Entscheidungsgrundlage für die jeweils am besten geeignete
Gesellschaftsform für Sportverbände. In diesem Zusammenhang wird
auch die Zulässigkeit und Eignung der Vereinsform diskutiert sowie mit
anderen Rechtsformen verglichen, etwa mit der Aktiengesellschaft oder
dem Modell einer Trennung zwischen sportlicher und wirtschaftlicher
Tätigkeit. Abschliessend analysiert der Autor unterschiedliche
Regulierungsmöglichkeiten, von der Selbstregulierung bis zur CoRegulierung, und zeigt die aktuellen politischen Initiativen auf
europäischer und nationaler Ebene auf, vom Europarat bis zum
Schweizer Nationalrat.
MA 29731
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Issue 11-12

9. SPORT AND SOCIETY | SPORT
ET SOCIÉTÉ

9.1

ESPORTS

Report

AN INTERNATIONAL ANALYSIS OF
ORGANISATIONAL SUPPO RT FOR ESPORTS
PLAYERS' MENTAL HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY
Hee Jung Hong and Guy Wilkinson. University of Stirling, 2020,
46 p.
Final report for the IOC Olympic Studies Centre Advanced
Olympic Research Grant Programme 2019/2020 Award.

This study investigates how eSport players perceive the availability of
organisational support focused on their mental and physical health. The
research team then looks into eSports players' coping skills and
strategies they adopt in these areas during their professional career. The
input of eSports stakeholders was used to construct a narrative of best
practice and to discuss challenges in creating a support system.
Evidence was collected from a diverse sample, including 34 active
players and 20 members from other stakeholder organisations including
game publishers, national associations, sponsors, event organisers,
federations, and coaches.

READ MORE
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Article

Issue 11-12

ESPORTS DIPLOMACY: TO WARDS A SUSTAINABLE
‘GOLD RUSH’
Stuart Murray, James Birt, Scott Blakemore. In: Sport in society:
cultures, commerce, media, politics, Ahead of print, 30
September 2020, pp. 1-19.

With a marked growth in the industry of esports, this paper examines the
epistemological, ethical and operational challenges impacting esports. In
exploring the available literature on the esports phenomena, it argues
that the current ‘gold rush’ is unsustainable unless the problems of
government interference, legitimacy, regulation and inequality within
gaming culture are tackled by widening the study of esports. To manage
the challenges confronting esports and recognise the potential benefits,
this paper proposes that the theory of sports diplomacy be applied to
esports. Doing so provides a better framework for understanding and
tackling the challenges threatening the growth and legitimacy of esports.

READ MORE

Article

INCLUSIO N OF ELECTRONIC SPORTS IN THE
OLYMPIC G AMES FOR THE RIGHT (OR WRO NG)
REASONS
Simon M. Pack, David P. Hedlund In: International journal of
sport policy and politics, Ahead of print, 7 September 2020.
With so many popular and unique sports played around the world, one of
the most important challenges for the International Olympic Committee is
deciding which ones merit inclusion in the Olympic Games. In recent
years, a spirited debate has ensued surrounding electronic sports, also
known as esports, and the possible inclusion of this type of competitive
video gaming at the Olympic Games. In this article, multiple perspectives
on the potential inclusion of esports at the Olympic Games are
presented and discussed in the context of both the Multiple Streams
Framework and Actor-Network Theory. It is the hope of the authors that
this article will fuel further discussions on the important topic of the
possible, future inclusion of esports at the Olympic Games.
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Book

Issue 11-12

THE BOOK OF ESPORTS: THE OFFICIAL HISTORY
OF ESPORTS
William Collis. New York : RosettaBooks, 2020. 192 p.

Almost overnight, esports - or competitive video games - have exploded
into the largest entertainment and sporting phenomenon in human
history. "The book of esports" answers: What exactly are esports, and
how did they become so popular so quickly? Why did blockbuster video
games like League of Legends, Fortnite and Starcraft succeed? Where
exactly is all this video gaming headed? What is the future of esports?
What do gamers and college students need to know to position
themselves for success in the industry? How do you create a billiondollar esports business? What strategic choices drive success in the
modern gaming industry? Can video games really get your kid into
college? (All expenses paid, of course...) Whether you are a lifelong
gamer, a curious Fortnite parent, or a businessperson seeking to
understand the marketing opportunities of this multibillion-dollar
phenomenon, "The book of esports" charts the rise of this exciting new
industry, for the first time ever crafting a comprehensive overview of
esports and its implications for human competition - and even the future
of humanity itself. Featuring select interviews from the biggest names in
the industry, "The book of esports" weaves tales of trust, betrayal, and
superhuman reflexes into predictive frameworks, explaining exactly why
our industry looks the way it does, and how all this growth - and more - is
inevitable as the divide between man and machine blurs into oblivion.
MA 29727

Book

DAS PHÄNOMEN E- SPORT: EINE
WISSENSCHAFTLICHE ANNÄHERUNG AUS
VERSCHIEDENEN DISZIPLINEN
Annette R. Hofmann (Hrsg.). Aachen : Meyer & Meyer Verlag,
2020. 472 p

E-Sport hat sich in den letzten Jahren zu einem globalen Phänomen
entwickelt. Dieses Buch beleuchtet das Thema E-Sport aus
unterschiedlichen sportwissenschaftlichen Disziplinen. Dabei
unterscheiden sich die Argumentationsstränge zur Akzeptanz des ESports innerhalb der Sportwissenschaft deutlich, dies auch bezüglich
des Zugangs zu diesem Phänomen, das sehr stark von wirtschaftlichen
Faktoren bestimmt ist und sich zu einer Parallelwelt des analogen Sports
entwickelt hat. Ob Kooperationen, Überschneidungen und eine
Zusammenarbeit mit dem E-Sport möglich sind, gehört u. a. zu den
zentralen Aspekten, die in dieser Publikation bearbeitet werden. Zudem
wird das Thema Gemeinnützigkeit und E-Sport in Deutschland aus
juristischer Sicht in einem separaten Kapitel aufgegriffen, wie auch die
Genderthematik im E-Sport und Gaming. Eine Reihe von
englischsprachigen Beiträgen trägt zu einer internationalen Annäherung
an das Thema E-Sport bei. Das viel diskutierte und zitierte
Positionspapier des Deutschen Olympischen Sportbundes (DOSB)
findet sich am Ende des Werkes.
MA 29726
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9.2

Issue 11-12

MEDIA | MÉDIAS

Article

20 YEARS OF O LYMPIC MEDIA RESEARCH:
TRENDS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Andrea N. Geurin, Michael L. Naraine. In: Frontiers, sports and
active living, Ahead of print, 29 September 2020.
This article deals with research trends relating to the Olympic Games
and media in order to uncover gaps in the literature which may be filled
by future scholarly work. Therefore, in order to highlight trends in the
established literature and uncover areas for development, a systematic
literature review was conducted to examine the state of Olympic media
research over a 20-year time period (1999–2018).

READ MORE

Chapter

COMPLIMENTS IN CO NGRATULATO RY TWEETS TO
SPANISH OLYMPIC ATHLETES
María Isabel Hernández Toribio, Laura Mariottini. In: María Elena
Placencia and Zohreh R. Eslami, Complimenting behavior and
(self-)praise across social media: new contexts and new insights,
John Benjamins Publishing Compagny, 2020, pp. 263-286.
This chapter examines the form and function of compliments in
congratulory tweets sent to Spanish athletes during the 2016 Rio
Olympic Games. The study is based on a corpus of 500 tweets taken
from profiles of 14 Spanish athlete.
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Article

Issue 11-12

UNIFICATION OF THE TWO KOREAS:
COMPARATIVE EXAMINATION OF MEDIA
COVERAG E ON THE UNIFIED WOMEN’S ICE
HOCKEY TEAM ACRO SS SOUTH KOREA, THE
UNITED STATES, AND CHINA
Sehwan Kim… [et al.]. In: Journal of global sport management,
Ahead of print, 19 November 2020.
This study examined the media coverage of a unified Korean women’s
ice hockey team between North and South Korea at the 2018 Winter
Olympics in South Korea, the United States, and China.

Article

APPLYING NETWO RK ANALYSIS TO THE SOCIAL
MEDIA COMMUNICATION OF THE YO UTH O LYMPIC
GAMES AND THE O LYMPIC G AMES
Juha Yoon, Alex C. Gang, Paul M. Pedersen. In: International
journal of sport management and marketing, vol. 20, no. 3/4,
2020, pp. 249–270.
This study examined the social media interactions between online
stakeholders and the Youth Olympic Games and the Olympic Games.

9.3
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION | PHILOSOPHIE ET
RELIGION

Article

EXISTENTIAL JOURNEY TO THE RING: THE
ANTHRO PO-PHILO SO PHICAL MEANING OF THE
OLYMPIC STADIUM
Antonio Sánchez Pato, Alejandro Leiva Arcas, Emanuele Isidori.
In: Diagoras: international academic journal on Olympic studies,
vol. 4, 2020, pp. 236-254.
In this work, the authors develop an anthropo-philosophical analysis of
Olympic athletics from different perspectives. That will reveal the
process of cultural evolution concerning the human being, where the
sport should not contribute to forget but to reaffirm the being.
Consequently, the meaning of athletics events performed in a stadium
will be analysed to understand that it is always the human being which
makes them meaningful, and that sport is a very particular type of
“dasein” which expresses the relationship of the human being with the
world around.

READ MORE
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9.4

Issue 11-12

POLITICS | POLITIQUE

Article

L' EUROPE LATINE DANS LES OLYMPISMES
ALTERNATIFS
Clément Dumas. In: Apropos : Perspektiven auf die Romania,
vol. 4, 2020, pp. 34-53.

Durant l’entre-deux-guerres, le mouvement olympique peine à intégrer
en son sein les marges féminines et ouvrières. Ces dernières se
structurent en fédérations nationales et internationales qui organisent
des jeux alternatifs pour défendre la légitimité du sport féminin et
promouvoir la culture sportive ouvrière. Cet article propose d’envisager
la dimension sociale, culturelle et politique de ces compétitions en
prenant l’Europe latine comme cadre d’analyse. L’organisation des jeux
permet de révéler le lien entre réseau associatif, institutionnel, politique,
et l’importance des infrastructures sportives. L’analyse des résultats et
de la composition des délégations appuie une histoire comparée de la
situation des marges sportives dans des pays aux trajectoires politiques
différentes. Espace d’expression sportive des marges, les jeux
alternatifs font rejaillir les craintes et les discours réprobateurs et sont
révélateurs des tensions sociales et politiques de l’entre-deux-guerres :
la place de la femme, le combat des mouvements ouvriers contre le
fascisme.

READ MORE

Article

HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES IN HOST COUNTRIES OF
THE O LYMPIC G AMES AND RESULTING
DIFFERENCES IN CO NSUMER EVALUATIONS
Joerg Koenigstorfer. In: European sport management quarterly,
Ahead of print, 1 December 2020, pp. 1-20.
Violations of human rights have been reported in host countries of megasport events. Yet, the severity of violations differs between hosts. This
study aims to find out whether differences in the severity of violations of
human rights issues in potential and actual hosts of the Olympic Games
lead to differential consumer evaluations of the Games, and whether
Olympic Value perceptions influence evaluations depending on the
severity of human rights violations.
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Article

Issue 11-12

SPO RT AND NATIO NALITY: TOWARDS THICK AND
THIN FORMS OF CITIZENSHIP
Gijsbert Oonk. In: National identities, Ahead of print, 8 October
2020, pp. 1-19.
This study explores the relationship between national belonging,
acquiring citizenship, and migration. Taking high profile examples from
international sports events such as the Olympic Games, it seeks to
unveil the complexities behind the question: who may represent the
nation? The historical models of jus sanguine (blood ties) and jus soli
(territorial birthright) are well-known markers and symbols of citizenship
and nationality. The study proposes an ideal-type model of thick, thin,
and in-between forms of citizenship.

READ MORE
Book

TERRAIN DE JEUX, TERRAINS DE LUTTES :
MILITANT- E-S DU SPORT
Nicolas Kssis-Martov. Les Editions de l'Atelier, 2020. 155 p.

Que sait-on aujourd'hui d'Abraham Henri Kleynhoff, soldat inconnu du
sport français, tombé au Front à l'hiver 1915 ? Ou, plus lointain, de
Joseph Charlemont, combattant de la Commune et introducteur de la
boxe en France ? Alors que Paris s'apprête à organiser les Jeux
Olympiques de 2024 et que l'on célèbre les "valeurs du sport", qui se
souvient qu'en 1936, des militants tentèrent d'opposer aux Jeux
Olympiques de Berlin, transformés en vitrine du nazisme, des
Olympiades Populaires dans l'Espagne du Frente popular ? Dans cet
ouvrage, Nicolas Kssis nous invite à cheminer à travers l'histoire des
cent cinquante dernières années pour y découvrir comment des femmes
et des hommes d'origines et d'horizons divers unirent leurs forces pour
faire du sport le lieu de l'émancipation individuelle et collective. En
mobilisant des figures méconnues autant que des noms devenus
emblématiques (Léo Lagrange, Auguste Delaune), en retraçant leurs
parcours faits de grands combats et de petites anecdotes, Nicolas Kssis
nous offre une histoire incarnée du sport, loin des instances du Comité
International Olympique ou des cotations boursières.
MA 29732

WHO CAN REPRESENT THE NATION?: MIG RATION,
CITIZENSHIP, AND NATIONHOOD IN THE OLYMPIC
GAMES
Joost Jansen. Erasmus University Rotterdam, 2020, 155 p.
This dissertation examines public and academic debates about the
eligibility of Olympic athletes with migration backgrounds from a
comparative historical perspective.

READ MORE
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9.5
PROMOTION OF GENDER EQUALITY IN SPORT |
PROMOTION DE L’ÉGALITÉ FEMMES-HOMMES DANS LE
SPORT

Article

GIRLS WILL BE G IRLS, IN A LEAGUE OF THEIR
OWN: THE RULES FO R WO MEN’S SPO RT AS A
PROTECTED CATEGORY IN THE OLYMPIC GAMES
AND THE QUESTIO N OF ‘DO PING DOWN’
Angela Schneider. In: Sport, ethics and philosophy, vol. 14, no. 4,
2020, pp. 478-495.
Recent debate by feminist scholars in philosophy of sport has been
focused on the status of women’s sport as a protected category.
Positions have varied significantly, from no need for a protected category
anymore—to allow women’s sport to flourish and to give them a fair
opportunity, given that men’s sport still dominates, just as it has in the
past This study deals with this status of women’s sport as a protected
category.

Book

THE SPORT MARRIAGE: WOMEN WHO MAKE IT
WORK
Steven M. Ortiz, University of Illinois Press, 2020, 260 p.

Steven M. Ortiz draws on studies he conducted over nearly three
decades focusing on the marital realities confronted by women married
to male professional athletes. Often portrayed in unflattering or
unrealistic terms, these women face enormous challenges as they
attempt to establish and maintain their marital and family lives while their
husbands routinely prioritize their careers. Ortiz defines the traditional
sport marriage as career dominated. He explains how women married to
pro athletes are encouraged to contribute to their own subordination by
adhering to an unwritten rulebook and using self-management
strategies. They make invaluable contributions to their husbands’
careers while adjusting to public life and trying to maintain family privacy.
At the same time, they manage power and control issues and cope with
pervasive groupies, overinvolved mothers, a culture of infidelity, and
husbands who prioritize team loyalty over all. Ortiz gives these
historically silent women a voice, offering readers an in-depth analysis of
and perceptive insight into what it means to be an athlete’s wife in the
male-dominated world of professional sports.
MA 29737
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9.6

Issue 11-12

SECURITY | SECURITÉ

Article

SPO RTS AS A PURPO SE OF INTERNATIO NAL
TERRORISM
Javier González-del-Castillo. In: Diagoras: international academic
journal on Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 102-120.
Violence exercised for political purposes transcends national interests
very clearly. The opportunism and the desire to obtain a great media
repercussion make the sportive objectives are key to launch warnings,
threats, sow panic and make the message that is intended to reach the
whole world. Sport has been a victim on numerous occasions of these
violent acts. This work aims to make a historical journey from the attacks
of Munich’72 to the attacks in Paris on November 13, 2015, trying to
determine how terrorists who attempt against sports interests usually act
alone (or in small groups) and how the ideological reasons behind each
attack are radically different.

READ MORE
9.7
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Book

21ST CENTURY SPORTS: HO W TECHNOLO GIES
WILL CHANGE SPORTS IN THE DIGITAL AG E
Sascha L. Schmidt (ed.), Springer, 301 p.

This book outlines the effects that technology-induced change will have
on sport within the next five to ten years and provides food for thought
concerning what lies further ahead. Presented as a collection of essays,
the authors are leading academics from renowned institutions such as
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Queensland University of
Technology, and the University of Cambridge, and practitioners with
extensive technological expertise. In their essays, the authors examine
the impacts of emerging technologies like artificial intelligence, the
Internet of Things, and robotics on sports and assess how they will
change sport itself, consumer behaviour, and existing business models.
The book will help athletes, entrepreneurs, and innovators working in the
sports industry to spot trendsetting technologies, gain deeper insights
into how they will affect their activities, and identify the most effective
responses to stay ahead of the competition both on and off the pitch.
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Article

OLYMPIC EDUCATIO N IN TIMES OF PANDEMIC AND
DISTANCE LEARNING
Sergio Oliveira dos Santos, Natalia Kohatsu, Carlos Rey Perez.
In: Olimpianos: journal of Olympic studies, vol. 4, 2020, pp. 193206.
The objective of this article in Portuguese is to describe the construction
and application of a pedagogical proposal for physical education, in
remote teaching, in the city of São Caetano do Sul (SP), in a
collaborative way, based on the foundations of the Olympic education.
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